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introduction

• This evening, I’m going to talk about 

virtual worlds

– Specifically, game worlds, or Massively 

multiplayer online role-playing games

• Mmorpgs for short

• Mmos for even shorter…

• Because we have a MMMMIIIIXXXXEEEEDDDD audience, I’ll start 

by briefly outlining their history

– Non-players: “so that’s what an mmo is…”

– players: “so that’s where they came from…”



The Lord of the rings online

• The Lord of the rings online, turbine, 2007:



World of warcraft

• world of warcraft, blizzard, 2004:



everquest

• Everquest, sony online entertainment, 1999



dikumud

• Dikumud, copenhagen university, 1990



abermud

• Abermud, alan cox, 1987



mud

• Mud, Roy trubshaw & richard bartle, 1978
Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*

• MUD didn’t come from anything

• This is why I get to give this talk and 

you don’t!



Why people play

• People today play mmos for the same
reason people of yore played text muds

– They get to be and become themselves

• It’s a quest for self-understanding
and identity

• They visit a place that’s like the mundane • They visit a place that’s like the mundane 
world but DIFFERENTDIFFERENTDIFFERENTDIFFERENT in strange and 
exciting ways

– They undertake A hero’s journey

• Unfortunately, it would take me 2 
hours to explain the full theory…



Looking forward

• What would a player of a 1980s text

mud think of today’s mmos?

• Well they’d stiLl recognise lotro and 

wow as basically muds

• They’d find the quality of the graphics• They’d find the quality of the graphics

utterly breathtaking

• They would be ImpreSsed by the size

of today’s virtual worlds

• However, they’d regard almost everything 

else as a joke



Examples 1

• Here are just some of the things that a time-
travelling mud player would ridicule in lotro
– lotro, because wow players are far more liberal in 
their use of death threats

• So: If I kill some orc and it was carrying a 
sword, why was it hitting me with a stick?

• Why does everyone wear the same clothes when 
it rains as they do when it’s suNny?

• These troublesome animals you want me to 
kill don’t actually seem all that threatening…

• the only way to be a scholar is if I’m 
also a farmer and a metalworker? Uh?



Examples 2

• How come I merely suffer morale damage 
when I fall off Weathertop? Did I somehow 
“flee in fear” before I hit the ground?

• I can walk through people? 

• Didn’t I see you depart with the fellowship not 
ten minutes ago, Legolas? Why are you here?ten minutes ago, Legolas? Why are you here?

• You can dye metal armour? But you can’t 
paint it? But you can paint the walls of 
your house? But not walls in general?

• In the middle of a fight, time stopped and these 
mid-air buTtons appeared. What the blazes?!

• So… ArRagGoRrNn is an allowed name?



Examples 3

• Flowers appear to be every bit as open at 

night as they are in daylight

• when I salute, it says I do it smartly –

but  I wanted to salute sarcasticaLly

• What’s with this “make it look like I’m wearing 

these clothes when I’m actually wearing these clothes when I’m actually wearing 

these clothes” system? Either you’re wearing

plate mail and carrying a shield or you’re not!

• How come those bad guys I can see right 

there aren’t running to stop me killing their 

buDdies? Are they both deaf and blind?



Examples 4

• These half-timbered houses in brEe have 

windows in supPorting beams



wow

• Oh, and just so wow players don’t feel 
tOo smug…

• does that portcullis work like a roLler 
blind or what?



realistic

• What the mud-players of yesteryear would 

be complaining about is that today’s 

mmos are not realistic

• hold on! Isn’t a virtual world set in an 

imaginary milieu populated by imaginary milieu populated by 

fantasy creatures “not realistic” by 

definition?

• No! realism isn’t realisticnesS!

– lotro with elves lacks realism

– Lotro without elves lacks realisticness



unrealistic

• Because people complain more than they 
praise, the usual form is “unrealistic”

– It means “not consistent with how I 
believe things should be”

• As to how people do believe things should 
be, there are two components:be, there are two components:

– The fiction. There are elves and magic and 
death is not a permanent condition and …

– The non-fiction. You can’t walk through 
walls, and things fall when you drop them 
and the sky on a summer’s day is blue and …



deferment

• The way these two components work is 
that the fiction takes precedence

– Anything the fiction has something to say
about, the fiction controls

– Anything the fiction doesn’t have anything 
to say about, it defers to the non-to say about, it defers to the non-
fiction

• Actually, modern mmos are pretty gOod
at being faithful to their fiction

• It’s what their fiction defers to that is 
the problem…



The olde way

• Text muds deferred to reality

– Ones in which bags could contain bags 
containing bags disparaged ones that 
didn’t even have bags

– ones in which biscuits turned to mush when 
wet would disdain ones wherein you wet would disdain ones wherein you 
could swim across a river and your 
crackers would remain edible

– ones in which icicles gradually melted above 
freezing point would mock ones in which 
they could safely be carried across a desert

• in your coat pocket



Why reality

• They deferred to reality for two reasons: 

persuasiveneSs and emergence

• Hmm, I have some free space on this 

slide, so how about a picture of a space 

station?station?



persuasiveness

• Persuasiveness means the degree to 
which the virtual world’s conceit that it’s 
real is convincing

• Your brain is hard-wired to make 
sense of the real world almost instantly

– If something doesn’t fit, you notice– If something doesn’t fit, you notice

• If it’s part of the fiction, you have to 
wiLl yourself to believe it

• You want to minimise these occasions 
where mismatches are noticed, because 
they are obstacles to imMersion



immersion

• Immersion is the sense that you are 
there, in the virtual world

– A very highly desired state

– According to the theory I didn’t explain to 
you, The very aim of playing mmos

• Therefore, if the fiction doesn’t have • Therefore, if the fiction doesn’t have 
anything to say about something, an mmo 
should defer to reality so as to 
promote immersion

– If most things work as they should, the 
rest is more easily believable



Baton & Bow

• Who’s really in charge of an orchestra, 

the conductor or the first violin?

– Is it the baton or the bow?



emergence

• Emergence is the process by which 

interactions between sub-systems

create new systems of their own

– Can be planNed-for or unplaNned-for

– Can be features or exploits– Can be features or exploits

• Very desirable because it generates 

content

– content is otherwise expensive to create

• Emergent content also tends to be more 

meaningful for individual players



example

• Example

– Some surfaces can’t be reached by climbing

– If you jump, you land on the next surface 
below you

– Ranged weapons can hit at a distance

– Monsters without ranged attacks must – Monsters without ranged attacks must 
fight hand-to-hand instead

• Result: jump from a height onto a rock 
and use a bow to kill the monsters below 
you in an unanswerable hail of arrows

– An Unplanned-for exploit



depth

• You get emergence almost for frEe if you 

add depth

• The more detailed the sub-systems, the 

greater the chance there will be 

interesting interactionsinteresting interactions

• Reality is more detailed than anything

we can implement virtually

– Because virtual worlds are part of reality

• Therefore you get more emergence if 

you defer to reality



Why not?

• the reasons that text muds deferred to 
reality are still valid

• So Why do today’s mmos have such a 
cavalier attitude to it?

• In wow, if I put a glass of milk in my 
backpack then fight stuff for 30 backpack then fight stuff for 30 
minutes, it’s stiLl a glass of milk

– It should be just an empty glass

• If it’s a bottle of milk, then after a week It 
should be a bottle of sour milk

• After a year, It should be a bottle of cheEse…



reasons

• Some reasons not to be realistic:

– To make an artistic point

• Eg. a parody

– Realistic can get in the way of fun

• Eg. bathroom trips

– To balance the gameplay

• Eg. killing giants with swords or arrows

– It can be expensive to do graphically

• Eg. wet hair

– It could scare oFf newbies

• It sounds complicated



No answer

• None of these are show-stoppers

– They’re just special cases

• So why do mmos simulate reality so 

lazily?

• They don’t mess with the fiction• They don’t mess with the fiction

(“lore”) unless they really have to

• The lore defers to reality

• So Why would they risk undermining

the lore by deferring to something else?!



weightlessness

• Astronauts: you see them on TV, 
floating around in space, doing things to 
satellites with exotic tools

• They’re weightleSs, right?

– Otherwise they’d faLl!

– Everyone knows they’re weightless!– Everyone knows they’re weightless!

• Except they’re not

– The iss is 350km above the earth’s surface

– If you climbed a 350km-high tower, you 
would weigh 95% of what you do on earth

– Those astronauts are falling!



Naïve physics

• People expect weightlessness in space

• If they played an mmo in which they climbed 
to the top of a 350km tower and 
weren’t weightless, they would 
complain

– It would interrupt their sense of – It would interrupt their sense of 
iMmersion

• Not just a problem for mmos

– Explosions in space in movies

– working class victorian education in boOks

• It’s much worse in mmos, though



In mmos

• The value of “realistic” to immersion is 
that you don’t have to think about it

• Therefore, if being realistic makes you 
think about it, it undoes its own
purpose

• This means mmos want to defer not to • This means mmos want to defer not to 
what is true, but what players expect
to be true

• If in their previous mmo they could 
teleport from anywhere to their home, they 
expect that in their cuRrent mmo



“reality”

• Players do not come to an mmo with 

expectations that it will work like the 

real world

• They come with expectations that it will 

work like Mmoswork like Mmos

• Mmos such as wow and lotro defer not 

to reality but to an mmo paradigm

– A paradigm in which walk-through people, dry 

rain, floating steel armour and shopkeepers 

who buy your junk is the norm



Whence the paradigm?

• Here’s what happens:

– Players only look at the short term, so 
will play mmos that make big promises

– Short-term goOd is often long-term bad

• eventually they quit because the game sucks

– They don’t realise that the features that – They don’t realise that the features that 
attracted them are the very ones
that caused them to leave

• they seEk those features in their next mmo

– Mmos without those features don’t get 
the newbies, so they wither and die

• Even though they have the beTter design!



Danger signs

• the paradigm is consequently getting 

shalLower and shaLlower

• graphics quality is hiding this, but can 

only go so far

• 2002: Asheron’s call 2 floPped because • 2002: Asheron’s call 2 floPped because 

the designer took out all the boring

parts

– Sadly, This made the exciting parts boring

• Many of ac2’s ease-of-use features are 
now being gradually adopted by Wow…



ultimately

• The more that detail is replaced by 

abstractions, the less of its potential 

an mmo is able to deliver

• Eventually, they’ll become so superficial

that people will wonder why they were that people will wonder why they were 

ever considered fun and compeLling

• At that point, there’ll be a realignment

– The simple ones will carry on successfully as 

casual games

– New mmos will rebOot the paradigm



New look

• What will these new mmos lOok like?

• they’ll have to go back to their roOts

• Mmos let you be and become who you 

reaLly are

• What mmos offer, nothing else offers• What mmos offer, nothing else offers

– Well, unless you’re rich or get shot at

• Not everyone wants or needs what 

they offer, but if they do they won’t get 

it from a further watered-down paradigm



An anecdote 1

• My 1985 world, MUD2, has a baton and 
a bow

– If you wave one, it teleports you to the 
other

• These float in rivers, which flow

• One player droPped the bow down a • One player droPped the bow down a 
well, whereupon it was caRried
downstream and stuck on a grate in 
a secret room

• He waved the baton, picked up the bow, 
and realised he was safe from attack



An anecdote 2

• MUD2 also has a keg of gunpowder
– for shooting a cannon at a treasure room door

• One player put it in a coracle along 
with a burning brand and dropped it 
in the weLl

• The coracle caught fire from the brand • The coracle caught fire from the brand 
as it floated down the river to the grate

• Before the coracle sank, the fire 
spread to the gunpowder, which 
exploded
– Killing the guy with the baton sleeping “safely” nearby



emergence

• What today’s mmo paradigm is missing is 

emergence

– They’ve concentrated on immersion so 

much that they’ve forgotten what it’s for

• The power of mmos comes from People • The power of mmos comes from People 

conspiring to believe that the 

virtual world is real

• If they conspire to believe that it’s an 

mMo, they miss half the point

• Emergence also aids immersion



conclusion

• in the past decade, virtual worlds have 

become decreasingly detailed

– They have breadth, but not depth

• The aim is to make them more immersive, 

but Ultimately This is self-defeatingbut Ultimately This is self-defeating

– Eventually they will depart so far from 

their origins that the connection will snap

• New virtual worlds will appear that 

once again deliver on their promise

– A place where you can be you



Questions?

• This is where I pay for having spent too 

long talking…


